Exact Globe | Integrated solution

Total Access and Control
Integrated database for Exact Globe and Exact Synergy

Exact Globe and Exact Synergy form a comprehensive solution
that automates every area of your business. Exact Synergy
provides for a browser based interface for all business
processes, such as document management, workflow
management, project management and CRM through the use
of included portals all viewing one single data source.

Use a single database to manage:
- Financials
- Customer relationships
- Sales & Marketing
- Production & Inventory
- Sales Order Entry
- Manufacturing Planning &
Control
- Warehouse & Logistics
- Reporting & Analysis
- Portals
- Projects
- Documents
- Human Resources
- Workﬂow and more
Exact Synergy “sits on top of”
Exact Globe which shares the
same secured database reducing
the need for synchronization
and replication. Your entire
organization works with a single
system and the same, up-to-date
information. Enter data only once.
Single data entry means fewer
mistakes, lower overhead and
reduced IT management costs.
Reporting is current and accurate.

Your Entire Organization Shares
the Same Up-to-Date Information
With Exact Globe and Synergy,
all employees become an integral
part of the investment, delivering
on the promise of true Enterprise
Resource Planning. This is a
self-service- based information
system allowing people to get on
with their core competency, not
hampered by a lack of easy access
to critical information.
The Exact integrated solution
makes your traditional ERP
transaction base a fundamental
part of your compliance initiatives
with embedded document
management and workﬂow
management.
Extensive end-to-end CRM
capabilities simply become an
extension of the core ERP system.
- Extend the footprint of key
information to key stakeholders
such as directors through the
use of the portals, removing

Exact Globe and Exact
Integrated Solution business
benefits:
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One database for all
enterprise functions and
processes increases data
accessibility and
reliability and enhances
productivity
Provides a platform for
the entire organization,
not just transaction
processing
Core business
information is shared,
not synchronized,
from the warehouse
through to suppliers
and customers with
embedded portal
technology
Customer satisfaction
grows when customers
can view realtime order/quote
information, with
inventory details and
aging analyses
No duplicate
documents - document
management is
pervasive throughout
the application, both
within Exact Globe and
Exact Synergy

the requirement to create separate ﬁnancial
reports that require distribution. Access to this
information is real time, on-demand, anytime,
anywhere.
- Extend the Order Process cycle to your customers,
enabling them to create their own orders in the
core system, in a secure and efﬁcient manner,
reducing the dependence of Sales Order entry
administration.
Good Project Management Increases Profitability
Project-centric business needs to have the ability to
capture time and material related activities within
projects that are either revenue-focused or
costcontainment centric. Users can choose where
they wish to perform this task, either through a
browser or directly within Exact Globe. In either
case, the entry is real time, providing real-time
insight into project related costs and revenue.
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“ As a result of the implementation of
an integrated Exact Globe solution,
the company has been developing
Customer service and projected cash flow is enhanced when you can

new operating areas, keeping the

instantly access all outstanding orders.

costs on a ﬁxed level. In addition to
that, Exact has facilitated fast access
to full information in real time.”
–Halina Kamas, Chief Accountant, KGHM Metrac

Whether you are in sales, production, distribution, customer
service or accounting, you can always see and act upon your
company’s commitments to the customer.
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